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1. His butler, presenting24mA guest arrives at the Estate Phantomhive with an offer for Ciel, but soon it becomes clear that the man has an ulterior motive. His butler, taking Stage24m at the request of the queen, Ciel and Sebastian explore a possible link between Noah's Journey Ark Circus and a group of missing
children. His butler, Employed24mWhen Sebastian and Ciel return to join the circus, Ciel is taking a test to prove his talents and the pair spot a familiar face behind the scenes. His Butler, Coworker24mPaired with other members of the circus, Sebastian and Ciel learn about the plan to collect large numbers of souls over
the next few days. His Butler, taking The Flight24mAs of Sebastian and William face-to-face in a tense trapeze act, Ciel hunts for clues in the tents of the main performers and soon finds himself in danger.6 His butler, Liaison24mSebastian cozies up to the beast in an attempt to find out who actually runs the circus. Ciel
suffers from feverish nightmares.7 His butler, Cautious Tending24mAfter hearing about Ciel and Sebastian, the head of the troupe is keen to meet them, but the banquet he holds in their honour takes an ominous turn.8 His butler, mocking 24mCiel makes a disturbing discovery about his master. Meanwhile, Grell Sutcliffe
returns to work, and members of the circus attack the estate Phantomhiv9. His butler, Serene24m Circus Doctor reveals the startling truth about the troupe's prosthetic limbs, and the act of violence pushes Siel to a tipping point.10 His Butler, performing his Duty25mDoll faces Ciel and Sebastian after discovering what
they have done. The full story of Kelvin's strange circus finally emerges. This article needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: List of Black Characters Butler - News Newspaper Book
Scientist JSTOR (January 2010) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Original residents of the Phantomhive estate as they appear in the first volume of the manga. Clockwise from the center: Siel Phantomhiv, Finnian, Mei-Rin, Balcroy, Sebastian and Tanaka. The manga and anime series Black
Butler has an extensive cast of characters created by Jana Toboso. The series takes place in England during the reign of queen Victoria. This follows Sebastian Michaelis, a demonic butler, obliged to serve ten-year (later thirteen-year-old) Count Siel Phantomhiv because of the contract he signed with Ciel. Ciel connects
Sebastian with his will to avenge the people who humiliated and tortured him and killed his family to make them suffer the same pain. The main characters of Sebastian Michaelis Voiced: Toshiyuki Morikawa (first CD drama), Daisuke Ono (anime and second CD drama) (Japanese); J. Michael Tatum (English) Film
Adaptation: Hiro Mizushima Sebastian Michaelis (セバチャ ミカエリチャ, Sebastian Mikaerisu) is the title Black Black He is a demon butler from the Phantomhive family and acts as the bodyguard of Ciel Phantomhive. Being a butler is a work to which he is fully committed, following the orders of Siel with great loyalty
and speed. He likes to challenge Siel and doesn't seem to worry much about his well-being at times, insulting and irritating him to see his reaction. However, there are times that he shows concern for Ciel's life, such as when he was worried when Ciel had an asthma attack, and again later on when he had a panic attack.
Sebastian loves felines in general, saying he can't anticipate or control his own reactions and feelings when in the presence of one. As a demon, he also showed that he is extremely ruthless, sadistic and manipulative towards his opponents and is intrigued by the behavior and attitude of people, as he finds them
interesting because of their insatiable greed. He is highly skilled in almost everything and copes with every task, no matter how impossible it may be, as well as any problem arising from the mistakes of other employees, with ease. Because he is a demon bound by Faust's contract, he must abide by Ciel's will, and his
contract mark is on his left hand, allowing Sebastian to find Ciel wherever he is, when the sign of Ciel's contract is on display. In turn, Ciel can summon and give orders to Sebastian. His age is considered secret. Siel Phantomhiv voiced: Miyuki Savashiro (first CD drama), Maaya Sakamoto (anime and second dramatic
CD) (Japanese); Bryna Palencia (English) - Count Siel Phantomchiv (シエ ファトムハヴ, Shiru Phantomuhaivu) is a protagonist and business-savvy, selfish thirteen-year-old (12 to chapter 14) and head of the Phantomhiv family after the death of his parents, Vincent and Rachel Dulles-Phantom. He runs Funtom, a
company that produces toys and sweets, with the later addition of a food branch after winning the Royal Order. His right eye, which is usually covered with a black eye patch, carries a pentagram, a sign of the Faustian contract he made with the demon Sebastian. Like previous counts in his family, Ciel is now known as
the Royal Guard Dog, tasked with eliminating criminals and solving cases in the underworld for queen Victoria. After the death of his parents and before meeting Sebastian, he was enslaved by a cult and had to become a ritual victim. During the sacrificial session, Ciel's executioners sacrificed his twin, causing Sebastian
to be summoned. Ciel contracted Sebastian instead of a cult, and then ordered the demon to kill all the people in the room. From that day on, Ciel dedicated his life to finding people responsible for the humiliation and suffering he had endured. During the time that he was captured, a brand was burned in his back, which
he did not want anyone to see. As a nobleman, Ciel presents himself as a proud, solemn and mature boy. Because of his past misfortunes, he rarely and merciless when dealing with enemies. However, Ciel occasionally expressed concern for the well-being of a few people close to him. Despite his stoic behavior, Ciel
exhibits traits befitting a young man for his age, such as his love of sweets and games. Thus, Ciel is smart, naughty, lazy, and competitive, doing his best to win the match. Although physically weak, Ciel owns the use of weapons, and always carries one to protect himself. In French, his name means heaven. During the
Blue Cult Arch, Ciel was found to have an older twin brother, the real Ciel Phantomhive, who died before the manga. Having received the identity and the title of brother, his real name is currently unknown. The supporting characters of phantomhiv manor phantomhiv belongs to the Phantomhiv family and is located
outside London. The Phantomhiv family is a secret executive body controlled directly by queen Victoria, and is often referred to as aristocrats of evil and The Watch Dogs of the queen. They are instructed to eliminate all that bothers the queen by any means. They are able to control and control the underworld of the
United Kingdom in order to avoid any information about its existence to the public. Thus, the position of the Phantomhiv family as the queen's watchdog is known only to a select few in polite society. The current head of the family is Ciel Phantomchiv, the son of Count Vincent and Countess Rachel Phantomchiv, who
were killed and their original estate burned down (the estate in which Ciel currently lives with his servants is an exact replica of the original estate). In addition to the services they provide to the queen, the Phantomhive family runs a well-known toy and confectionery company called the Funtom Company. The estate
currently has five servants, but their positions as servants are front for their real work protecting the Phantomhive estate, as well as protecting Ciel, to whom they are deeply committed. Baldroy serves as a cook, Finnian serves as a gardener, and Mei-Rin serves as a maid. All three were personally selected and trained
by Sebastian to carry out their duties. Tanaka served under Earl Vincent and Lady Rachel as their butler, but was not seen doing any work during his service under Ciel, in which his job is to house a steward. Sebastian Michaelis, a demon, acts as a butler after Tanaka. The snake is the newest addition, and acts as a
footman. Lady Rachel and Earl Phantomhiv have one sister; both married and became part of other notable families before the start of the series. Rachel's sister, Angelina Dulles (nicknamed Madame Red), married the Burnett family. She committed the murder of Jack the Ripper and was murdered by her accomplice,
Grell Sutcliffe, after her exposure. Vincent's sister, Marquise Frances Midford, married The Marquis of Midford and дочь Элизабет, помолвлена Сиэлем Фантомхивом. Балдрой (Badro, (Badro, Voiced: Rikiya Koyama (CD drama), Hiroki Tochi (anime); Ian Sinclair is an American-born home cook. He rarely produces
anything edible as he uses weapons such as flamethrowers to cook, believing that cooking is an art requiring explosions. Sebastian believes that everything he creates consists of charcoal and carcinogens. Baldroy continues cooking to learn how to slow down as he claims cooking requires patience to master, which was
something he was not used to during his years in the army. When he was a soldier, his entire platoon was destroyed, leaving him the only survivor. Sebastian found Baldria on the battlefield after his comrades fell and offered him a job. While scary at cooking, he has shown he is able to take advantage of his
surroundings, such as using fine flour to create a blast. Thanks to his experience as a soldier, he takes command of the servants when Ciel and Sebastian are away from the estate. Like Finnian and Mei-Rin, he provides most of the comic relief in the series. Finnian (フィニア, Finian) Voiced by: Motoki Takagi (CD
drama), Yaki Kaji (anime) (Japanese); Jason Librecht is a German gardener. However, it seems every time he aspires to the garden, he collapses as a result of an accident caused by his clumsiness. He is portrayed as an innocent, upbeat character who loves his job but is called an idiot Sebastian for destroying
everything he touches, despite being warned to take caution in advance. Finnian demonstrates the exploits of superhuman power, which he tries to suppress, fearing to harm others and risking sabotage of his work. The sequence, S-012, is tattooed on the back of his head and is usually covered with his straw hat, which
was given to him by Ciel. In addition, Ciel bestowed the name Finney, naming it after Fionn Mac Kamhale of Fenian Cycle when he came to work. He works as a gardener to spend as much time outdoors as possible, because before working for Ciel, he was the subject of an experiment that was kept locked up and
forced to kill his friends. Like Baldroy and Mei-Rin, it provides most of the comic relief in the series. Mei-Rin (メリ, Meirin) Voiced by Fumiko Orikasa (CD drama), Emiri Kate (anime) (Japanese); Monica Rial (English) is a housekeeper of Chinese descent. Mei-Rin has extreme binocular sharpness and received a pair of
round glasses from Ciel, which she cherishes and refuses to give up. Mei-Rin's vision prevents her from properly viewing objects at close range, which makes her clumsy in carrying out her duties; however, Sebastian believes that her main problem is her intelligence, not her vision. She is in love with Sebastian as she
blushes when she is in his presence and even clumsily when Sebastian looks. She's pretty superstitious, recognizes that soft spot for horror stories. Mei-Rin is a professional sniper and because of her acute binocular vision, she does not require the opportunity to help her. She is also physically as she can use a sniper
rifle as a pistol and keeps hundreds loaded at once to reduce recharge time. She speaks in a high tone of a whiny voice, except when she uses her sniper rifles she speaks in a deep stern voice. Like Baldroy and Finnian, it provides much of a comic relief. Tanaka (タナカ) Voiced by: Mughihito (CD drama), Shunji
Fujimura (anime) (Japanese); R. Bruce Elliott is a Japanese-born steward. He was present when Ciel's parents were killed and stabbed in the back while trying to protect Ciel. As a result, he rarely speaks or does any work, but is always considered to participate in the antics of other servants. Sebastian seems to respect
him the most of all the staff. It is usually seen drinking from a Japanese cup of tea and is usually seen in a super deformed form. Despite its appearance, Tanaka is able to kill intruders without much effort. Prior to Sebastian's appointment as Siel's butler, Tanaka served as the chief butler in the Phantomhiv family for
Father Ciel. He is very loyal and kind to Siel, and strict when it comes to his duties. Unlike other servants, Tanaka is astute in Sebastian's actions, as well as for the reasons behind which they stand. When Sebastian appears to be killed, Ciel again appoints Tanaka as chief butler, a position he performs almost as well as
Sebastian. As the series progresses, it is seen less often in super deformed form. During the Arch of the Emerald Witch, Tanaka showed skill by slicing bullets fired at him with a sword, silently approaching his goal; however, he admits that at his age, he cannot continue such strenuous activities for long. Snake (Yuネク,
Suniku) Voiced: Takuma Erashima (Japanese); Spike Spencer (English) Snake was the last first-string member of Noah's Ark Circus and it is a snake/human hybrid. He has always seen at least one snake draped around his shoulders and has various snake skin patterns covering various patches all over his body. His
sentences always end in the name of one of his many snakes, indicating that he is uncomfortable communicating with others if through his pets. In addition, the Snake will use a special accent and tone depending on what kind of snake it speaks for, reflecting the character the Snake associates with it. The snake was
taken as a family member after the first line of members when they freed it from the travel freak show. He swore revenge on his dead comrades after Ciel and Sebastian got rid of them all, leaving him alone again. The snake sought out the Phantomhiv estate using clothes left by Siel and a little unexpected help from
Prince Soma. Once things are done Murder in the mansion was uncovered, The Snake was uncovered as the thirteenth guest caught by Sebastian hiding in the grounds of the mansion in an attempt to take the take Life. Instead of killing him, Ciel welcomes him as an addition to his servants, making him a footman of the
Phantomhiv family. He still calls Siel and Sebastian Smile and Black (their stage names when infiltrating Noah's Ark Circus), respectively. All his snakes take names in honor of famous Victorian writers and poets: Wordsworth, Emily, Goethe, Oscar, Wilde, Webster, Bronte, Donn and Keats. Former members of
Phantomhive Earl Vincent Phantomhiv voiced: Kazyuki Okitsu (Japanese); Robert McCollum (English) Earl Vincent Phantomchiv (ヴィセト ファセトムハヴ, Vincento Phantomuhaivu) Vincent was the late Earl of Phantomhiv, husband rachel Dulles and late father Of Ciel. Vincent was once the prefect of the Sapphire Owl
dormitory at Weston College. According to Tanaka, Vincent will never lose his temper, even if one of his servants died, and Dietrich notes that Ciel also began to bleed some of Vincent's more unpleasant traits. He also bears a striking resemblance to Sebastian Michaelis. Countess Rachel Dulles-Phantomhiv voiced by
Kane Utake (Japanese); Bryna Palencia (English) Rachel Dulles-Phantomhiv (レチェ ファトムハヴ, Reicher Phantomuhaivu) Rachel was Vincent's wife and Siel's late mother, whom he looks a lot like. According to her younger sister Angelina Dulles, Rachel was a beautiful, kind and cheerful woman, despite her poor
health. Ciel inherited her asthma as they are both allergic to cats. Ciel Phantomhive Ciel Ciel is considered a real Ciel Phantomhive and the older brother of the main character Siel Phantomhiwa. Ciel was revived by the Undertaker in the Blue Cult Arch, died before the events of the manga as part of a ritual to summon
the demon. Nobles Madame Red (マダム レド, Madame Reddo) Voiced by: Masako Katsuki (CD drama), Romy Park (anime) (Japanese); Lydia McKay (English) Madame Red, born Angelina Dulles (アジェリナダレ, Angeron Daresu), was Siel's aunt. As the name suggests, Angelina was known for her red looks and
clothes. Initially, she hated her red hair, which she inherited from her father, until Vincent Phantomhive said he loved it. Angelina fell in love with Vincent, but was distraught when she found out that her sister was marrying him. Madame Red later married Baron Burnett, who treated her with love and gentleness, stating
that he did not mind that she had feelings for another. She obtained a medical licence against her parents' wishes and practiced at the Royal London Hospital. After the accident in which her husband died, her womb and unborn child had to be removed. This caused her great disagreement as a doctor because she
regularly had abortions on prostitutes because they felt having a child was troublesome. Unable to bear her suffering at the end of so many pregnancies when she herself wanted one so bad, she began killing her patients with Grell Sutcliffe and the two became known as Jack the Ripper. However, she was not in kill Ciel
because she sees him as her her son, causing Grell to turn her on and kill her. Lau (劉, Rau, Pinyin: Lio) and Ran Mao (藍猫, Ranmao, Pinyin: Lan Mao, illuminated. Blue Cat) voiced by Koji Yusa, Sayuri Yahagi (Japanese); Jerry Jewell is a Chinese nobleman, president of the British branch of a Chinese trading company
known as Kong-Rong and a friend of the Phantomhiv family. He is the head of the Shanghai Mafia, Tsing Bang (Green Gang in Chinese) and runs an opium lair. He always smiles, and his eyes are always closed, except for brief moments. Lau often agrees to do things before finding out what's going on, and jumps into



conversations with useful information only to later find out that he was clueless on the subject. Although he acts carefree, funny, and easy going, he can be very cold-blooded and enigmatic, ready to go further than Ciel would, for example, with Harold West and his wife Mina killed because they cheated in the curry
competition. He is always seen with his personal killer, Ran Mao, a Chinese, doll as a girl called his sister, though not by blood. Although she is very rarely spoken and portrayed as emotionless, she is very loyal to him. Soma Asman Kadar (ソマ アマカダ, Sama Asuman Kadaru) Voiced by Shinnosuke Tachibana
(Japanese); Christopher Ayres is a 17-year-old Indian prince and twenty-sixth child of Raja Bengal. Unlike Ciel, he is spoiled and uses the fortune of his parents for his personal needs and blames others for all his problems. During his time in England, Soma begins to mature, although he still possesses childish traits.
Upon learning that his servant Mina hated him for his ignorance and his self-absorbed personality, Soma decided to stay with Siel and learn to act like a gentleman and even proclaim himself Ciel's best friend. Soon after, Ciel has him and Agni manage his townhouse in London, but they sometimes return to the
Phantomhive manor house for visits. Soma is constantly worried about Siel and becomes very happy when he can help him. Soma often scares Sebastian when he hides behind others when talking to him. Agni (アグニ, Aguni) Voiced by: Hiroki Yasumoto (Japanese); Patrick Seitz (English) Agni was a servant of Prince
Soma, whom he saw and worshipped as a god. Agni was once a nobleman named Arshad, born as Brahman, the highest caste, among the caste hierarchy of Hinduism, by which he was considered a saint, and he was allowed to serve the divine. Agni (Arshad) used his strength and wealth for his own desires to the fact
that he had to be hanged for his crimes. Before his execution, Prince Soma offered him a new life and a name, spilling the former me. He was able to fight on a par with Sebastian while using foil fencing, a feat that briefly makes Ciel wonder if he is a grim reaper until Sebastian confirms that he was a man. The source of
his prowess came from his devotion to Some, and Agni cared for him deeply. Looks like he was able to see the good in Phantomhive Manor staff and assigned them tasks where their skills would be used. He considered Sebastian his friend, which surprises Sebastian, as no one has ever called him that before, although
that did not stop him from ignoring Sebastian's attempts to prevent him from surrendering for his crimes. Sebastian also appreciates Agni, although Agni was modest when he praised his abilities. He lived with Som in The Siel's townhouse and ran it. Elizabeth Midford (エリザベミドフォド, Erizabesu Middifedo) Voiced
by: Yukari Tamura (Japanese); Cherami Lee (English) is the daughter of Francis and Alexis Leon Midford, Edward's younger sister, fiancee and cousin of Ciel. Elizabeth is often called Lizzie for brevity. Elizabeth is extremely girly, energetic and deeply devoted to Siel, whom she loves with all her heart and wants to see
him smile again. She only tries to look cute in front of Ciel because of the comment he made about not wanting a strong and scary girl to be his wife when they were kids. Although it looks as though she can't keep her in battle, it was revealed later that she was a fencing prodigy when she was about to be killed by a
Bizarre doll, and that she hid her abilities for Ciel's sake. Francis Midford (フシ ミドフォド, Furansisu Middufedo) Voiced by: Atsuko Tanaka (Japanese); Elizabeth Maxwell (English) Was born Frances Phantomhive, she is Aunt Ciel and younger sister Vincent. She is married to Alexis Leon Midford and mother Elizabeth
and Edward. Although she is strict, critical and sometimes intimidating to Ciel (and Sebastian, who is even afraid of her and impressed with her abilities), she cares deeply about Siel and her family. Frances is against men having long bangs, so she usually forces Ciel and Sebastian (and then Snake) to take a straight
back hairstyle. Like the rest of the Midford family, she is a swordsman.com. Alexis Leon Midford (アレクシ レオ ミドフォド, Arekusu Reon Middufedo) Voiced by: Jouji Nakata (Japanese); Jeremy Schwartz (English) Marquis Alexis Leon Midford is the leader of the British Knights and Uncle Siel on marriage, as well as
the father of Elizabeth and Edward. Unlike his wife, he is carefree and slightly oblivious, though he puts on the facade of a calm, silent and harsh man. He once attended Weston College with Vincent and Didrich, where he was the latter's. As head of the British Knights and like the rest of the Midford family, he is an expert
fencingman. Khlosh (クウ, Kurausu) Voiced by Daishiro Hano (Japanese); Christopher Sabath (English) Trash is a nobleman and an old friend of Vincent. Although he lives in Italy, Chlaus loves to travel a lot and visits London from time to time when he is called up. As part of the Phantomhiv family's network of
informants he works closely with Siel, whom he has known since childhood. Thus, Ciel looks at him as an uncle and kind and polite to him. In turn, Hlaus is very carefree and welcoming in the presence of Siel, and he is always willing to do favors for him. Diderich (ディデリヒ, Dedorihi) Voiced by: Kenji Hamada
(Japanese); Mark Stoddard (season 1), Anthony Bowling (English) Diederich is a German nobleman and childhood friend of Vincent, since their school years at Weston College, where he was made a permanent of Vincent after losing the stakes on him, thus establishing their lifelong affiliation to each other. After
Vincent's death, he continues to be part of the Phantomhiv family's network of informants in the underworld. Even from school years Diderich has always been a strict, dignified and honorable man. However, he also showed that short-tempered when provoked, easily irritable and impatient. He seems to have gained a
significant amount of weight after Vincent's death. He comes to the aid of Siel, when Ciel goes to Germany by queen Victoria to investigate a series of strange deaths. The gloomy reapers are the Dark Reapers of the supernatural, divine beings who are responsible for deciding whether the soul live or die, and
documenting the events surrounding each death. So far, seven Reapers have been introduced: Rogue Reaper, Undertaker, Grell Sutcliffe, Ronald Knox, William T. Spears, and most recently, Ludger, Sasha, and Othello. Each reaper owns a scythe (some of which didn't even have to exist during that time period, such as
a chainsaw or lawnmower). All Grim Reapers wear glasses because they are all terribly short-sighted. A common feature among gloomy reapers is their chartreuse of eye phosphorescence. All the Gloomy Reapers were people who committed suicide, and sentenced to watch other people die indefinitely until the sin of
photographing their own lives is not forgiven by heaven. Grell Sutcliffe (グレ-Yuトクリフ, Gueru Satokurifou) Voiced by Jun Fukuyama (Japanese); Daniel Fredrik (English) Grell (also spelled as Grelle) Sutcliffe is a transgender woman Grim Reaper who originally worked as The Butler of Madame Red. Grell and Madame
Red formed a partnership in which they killed prostitutes. Grell owns the Death Spit as a chainsaw. After killing Madame Red, when she refused to kill Ciel, Grell before him her red coat for the rest of the series. Grella is attracted to Sebastian (to Sebastian's horror) and other characters in the series, especially William T.
Spears. Grell is quite cunning, bright, ruthless, bloodthirsty and somewhat sadistic. Like the Grim Reaper, Grell is a capable fighter and is equally capable of fighting against Sebastian. The Undertaker (葬儀屋 (アダテカ), Andateika) Voiced by Juniti Suvabe (Japanese); John Swasey (English) The Undertaker is a former
Grim Reaper and funeral director in London. His identity as a rogue Grim Reaper was not revealed until later in the series where he admitted he stood Resurrection Resurrection known as bizarre dolls. Once its true nature is exposed, The Undertaker takes on a more antagonistic role in the series. Prior to that, he had
been an informant for the Phantomhiv family for many years. Unlike other Grim Reapers, it doesn't seem to require the need for glasses. Like Sebastian, The Undertaker has a fixation on people as well as the basics of life. Despite his eccentric and comic personality, The Undertaker is a manipulative, ruthless and
mysterious man. However, he showed taking care of Ciel deeply as well as for the Phantomhive family. He was willing to kill Sebastian because he believed Sebastian was making Ciel miserable and had also revived his twin brother in secret. William T. Spears (ウィリアムTzピアズ, Viriyamu Thi Supazu) Voiced: Noriaki
Sugiyama (Japanese); Barry Yandell (English) William T. Spears is part of the management chamber of the Grim Reaper Dispatch. Unlike his colleagues, William is strict and obedient and despises when he is forced to work overtime repeatedly because of the failures of Grell Sutcliffe or Ronald Knox or disaster. William
has a hatred for demons, especially Sebastian, who seems to be his rival when they meet. William's Death Scythe is a pair of garden trimmers in which he is supposed to straighten his glasses and hit Grell on the head. William always comes prepared and seems to always be watching and/or observing things around
him, as this is reflected in his purely cold logic about events related to his career. Ronald Knox (ロナド ノク, Ronaaldo Nokkusu) Voiced: Kenn (Japanese); Joel McDonald (English) Ronald Knox is a subordinate under Grell Sutcliffe. Like Grell, he's pretty calm and calm, though he treats his duties like a Grim Reaper
more seriously than Grell does. He apparently has trouble arriving on time, but he seems interested in finding a way to do his job quickly. His Scythian death was modified to look like a lawnmower, which he said was done on the principle of overtime avoidance. He appears briefly during the Noah's Ark Circus storyline to
help William T. Spears in the shower collection, and then appears on the campaign with Grell to investigate reports of moving corpses. Ludger (ドガ, Rudoga) Ludger is a member of the German branch of Grim Reapers, who works with Sasha. Like his colleague William, he is obedient and does not like to work overtime.
His Death Scythe takes on the appearance of a hedge trimmer. Sasha (ザシャ, Asha) Sasha is a member of the German branch of Grim Reapers, who works with Ludger. Sasha is an enthusiastic person, with a tendency to be inattentive, especially when absorbed in reading something interesting. Sasha is interested in
human affairs and their advancement throughout history, bored to the point of expressing excitement about the possibility of global war. Unlike most gloomy reapers, Sasha seems to be enjoying her job as a believing it to be a calling. Circus Noah's Ark (ケヴィ, Keruwin) Voiced by: Chafurin (Japanese); Mike McFarland
(English) Baron Kelvin was the creator of the Circus of Noah's Ark and was named Father by the performers of the first line. With the exception of his left eye, his entire face was covered in bandages after hiring a doctor to perform the surgery as a way to make himself more attractive to Ciel, only to believe that it was all
a waste when he heard Phantomhives had been killed. He seemed to be obsessed with children and used his circus as a way to kidnap them. He then brainwashed them and made them act as his servants and as performers for his private circus. However, he didn't care about their well-being and even found it
interesting when they die horribly while performing dangerous stunts in a show without any preparation. He was originally a good philanthropist, but after meeting With, he became fascinated with him and was somehow associated with the mysterious organization that captured Ciel after the death of his parents. Kelvin
also funded the study of the Doctor's prosthetic limbs and, after discovering that Ciel was still alive, recreated the room where the organization caged and tortured Ciel before trying to sacrifice them in a brutal ritual. Upon learning of this, Ciel killed him and ordered Sebastian to burn down his mansion. Joker (ジョカ,
Jaco) Voiced by: Mamoru Miano (Japanese); Matthew Mercer (English) The Joker was the leader of the Ring of the Circus noah's Ark when he travels, and served Baron Kelvin as a butler when he is on the estate. He was recognized for his prosthetic skeleton arm and was originally portrayed as a very blunt man.
However, he has been strict and serious when it comes to his duties. Although he disagreed with some of Baron Kelvin's decisions, he followed every order given to him because he wanted to protect his brothers and sisters in the house, which Kelvin claimed he cared about if they all did what they were told. The Joker
was unaware that the bones of the abducted children were being used by the Doctor as a prosthetic limb material, and did not know that the working house never existed. He, like every first-line performer, called Baron Kelvin the father because Baron Kelvin removed him from the streets of the East End as a child and
raised him in addition to providing artificial limbs. He died of a massive hemorrhage, Sebastian chopped off the other hand while trying to protect Baron Kelvin from Siel. It is voiced in Japanese and by Dr. (先⽣, Sesei), voiced by Satoshi Mikami (Japanese); Alex Organ (English) The doctor was a kind, wheelchair-bound
doctor who cared for circus performers. However, it later transpired that the trick is how he can actually walk and is quite sadistic. He hand-carved prosthetic limbs used by some of the first line performers from an unknown strong material that he develops through his research funded by Baron Kelvin. This material later
that special bone china made of bone bones Children. He Kelvin use his power and money to provide him with the resources needed to perfect his craft and kidnap him the children he uses. He was killed by Sebastian on Ciel's orders. The Beast (ビト, Busuto) Voiced by: Jaco Kaida (Japanese); Tia Ballard is one of the
first string members of Noah's Ark Circus and his animal trainer. The beast grew up with other members of the first row in the East End until Baron Kelvin found them and took them off the streets. The animal does not have a right leg, which was replaced by a prosthetic limb. However, her devotion to Calvin was not as
deep as the Joker was, and she was willing to leave him to live a life with the Joker she loved, even though it was unresponsive. One night, when Sebastian escaped, he seduced the Beast to use it as a last resort to obtain information about Kelvin. She was later killed by Balkroy when she and other members of the first-
line circus (except For The Dolls and Snakes) invaded the Phantomhiv estate to kidnap Siel (not knowing he was not there at the time). Dagger (ダガ, Dag) Voiced by Nobuhiko Okamoto (Japanese); Michael Sinterniklaas is a knife thrower for Noah's Ark. The dagger is missing his right leg, and has an artificial one made
by a doctor that he wore instead. The dagger was a bright, dramatic, energetic boy who almost constantly smiled. He seemed to have great love, bordering on obsession, for the beast he always called Sis or Big Sis, and was always willing to express his feelings for her, often serenading her or offering her gifts. He
continued these actions even when the Beast was not around and despite the lack of signs of interest from her. Like the other members of the first line, he lived in an alley in the East End. He missed his right leg from birth, common that tied him up with others. One day Baron Kelvin found them in an alley and invited them
to live in his mansion. After a while there, they decided to start a circus, and the Joker gave him the stage name dagger, which he at first didn't seem very happy about. He was later killed by Balkroy when he and other members of the first-line circus (except for the doll and the snake) invaded the Phantomhiv estate to
kidnap Siel (not knowing that he was not there at the time). Peter (ピタ, Pjuth) Voiced: Yaki Tai (Japanese); Vic Mignonia (English) Peter worked with Wendy as a trapeze artist at Noah's Ark Circus. He took deep care of Wendy, as it was shown that he was always there for her. Peter was prone to violence, anger easily
and often makes rude, sarcastic remarks. Despite his penchant for anger easily, he showed clever, for example, when he gave up attacking the Finns to pull out a more serious threat. Like Wendy, Peter's growth slowed, trapping them in children's bodies. Peter grew up with other members of the first row in an alley in the
East End. After a while decided to create a circus, and Wendy and Peter formed a trapeze act. He was later killed by Mei-Rin when he and other members of the first-line circus (except for the doll and snake) invaded the Phantomhiv estate to kidnap Ciel (not knowing that he was not there at the time). Wendy (ウエディ,
Wendy) Voiced by: Mayumi Shintani (Japanese); Rachel Robinson (English) Wendy worked with Peter as a trapeze artist at Noah's Ark Circus. At first it seemed soft, and usually postponed to Peter to make the most of the conversation. However, when she spoke, she presented herself in a mature manner, such as
when she comforted the beast. She cared deeply about other members of the first line circus, perhaps more than she cared about Baron Kelvin, and seems to be most attached to Peter, as she is almost always in his presence. Wendy grew up in an alley in the East End with other members of the first row circus and was
picked up by Baron Kelvin to live on his estate. Like Peter, Wendy's growth slowed, trapping them in children's bodies. After a while they decided to create a circus, and Wendy and Peter formed a trapeze act. She was later killed by Mei-Rin when she and other members of the first-line circus (except Dolls and Snakes)
invaded the Phantomhiv estate to kidnap Ciel (not knowing that he was not there at the time). Jumbo (ジャボ, Janbo) Voiced by: Ryokan Koyanagi (Japanese); Christopher Sabath (English) Jumbo was Noah's Ark Circus fire eater. Jumbo, as indicated in the name, was a very big man who seems to have a slight
foreboding. Jumbo seemed to have a voice of reason among the members of the circus, as he was very level headed and not inclined to give in to his emotions. However, he was very kind and generous, once stopping his job to help Dagger play with other children in the past. Despite the fact that he was willing to kill
people to follow his orders, he seemed genuinely dissatisfied with the fact that he had to do so. He said his problem was his abnormal growth. Like other members of the first line, he was picked up by Baron Kelvin and came to live in his estate. When they decided to create a circus, he became a fire eater. He was later
killed by the Finns when he and other members of the first-line circus (except for the Dolls and Snakes) invaded the Phantomhiv estate to kidnap Siel (not knowing that he was not there at the time). Doll (ド, Duru) Voiced by Ayahi Takagaki (Japanese); Mikaela Krantz (English) was the first string of the Circus of Noah's
Ark, and held the position of a tightrope walker. When she wasn't performing, she pretended to be a new, male, second string member named Freckles (そばかす, Sobakasu) because she slept better when she shared a room with someone else, something the first string of performers shouldn't do. The doll was friendly
and hospitable, having a conversation with Siel after they were called by their tent mates. She was a little naive, though, easily believing Ciel's lies, what that Circus artists reprimanded her. She was extremely loyal to the other members of the first line and treated them all as a family. They say that the reason for the loss
of the left eye is that the parents raised it too sharply and deformed it. One day Baron Kelvin found them in an alley and allowed them to live in his estate. Some time after that, they decided to create a circus and the Joker gave them all the stage names, including the doll that initially tried to drop the name. She was later
killed by Sebastian on Ciel's orders. Londoners Azzurro Vanel (アズロ バネ, Azaro Baneru) Voiced by: Kosuke Toriumi (Japanese); Brian Mathis (English) Azzuro Vanel was an Italian mafia drug dealer from the Ferro family who works under the guise of a trading company known as the Ferro Company. To confirm that
Azzurro was a drug dealer that Ciel was looking for, he invited the former to his estate to play pool with several others. During his engagement, Ciel claimed that he had obtained drugs that Hlaus had purchased for him in Italy, prompting Azzurro to kidnap Siel on the same day. Sebastian was able to discover Azzurro's
mansion and effortlessly managed to save Ciel through Azzurro guards. After Azzurro desperately tried to persuade Sebastian to come to work with him, he was killed last. Aleister Camera (アレトチェバ, Areisuto Chenb) Voiced by: Tatsuhisa Suzuki (Japanese); Todd Haberkorn (English) - Viscount Druitt (ドト⼦爵,
Doruito Shishaku), Aleister Chambers - a nobleman, known for his taste in fine art, wine and food, as well as its popularity among women. However, it is associated with many secret and occult societies and illegal businesses such as human trafficking. He once attended Weston College in the Scarlet Fox dormitory.
Although he does not engage in any medical profession, he is licensed to have a doctor. Since Edgar Redmond is his nephew, it is implied that Alistair has at least one brother. It often appears as a comic relief. Paula (ポ, Pra) Voiced by: Yui Itsuki (Japanese); Jessica Kavanagh (English) Paula is Elizabeth's maid who
accompanies her wherever she goes. Elizabeth and Paula have a close relationship, as Paula gives her advice and takes care of her. After the snow festival in the anime, Paula became obsessed with ringing bells throughout the rest of the series. Nina Hopkins (ニナ, ホプキ, Nina Hopkins) Nina Hopkins is a tailor who
designs clothes for the servants of Ciel, Elizabeth and Siel. Although she doesn't care about Siel's servants, she loves Mei-Rin (to her horror). Despite her dramatic and noisy personality, she is a nica in her profession and has a radical view of fashion. Arthur Randall (ア, Yuド Randora) Voiced by: Yutaka Aoyama
(Japanese); John Gremillion (English) Arthur Randall is The Police Commissioner of Scotland Yard. As leader of Scotland Yard, he is aware of Ciel's role as the queen's watchdog and despises whenever Although he is loyal to the queen and trusts her decisions, he hates Ciel as he sees him as nothing more than a brat
and considers the Phamtomhive family to be iniquitous to deal with events. Fred Abberlin (フレド アバ Fureddo Abarain) Voiced by Hisayoshi Suganuma (Japanese); Jonathan Brooks is chief inspector of Scotland Yard. He works under Arthur Randall, and is the only officer at Scotland Yard, except for the commissioner,
who knows about Ciel's identity as the queen's watchdog. He is a curious, righteous and somewhat meek man. While he can't despise Ciel, as Randall does, he's appalled by the fact that queen Victoria and Ciel have an arrangement that allows Ciel to settle cases in a dishonest way, despite the fact that it's the opposite
of how Scotland Yard works. In the anime adaptation, he is portrayed differently (both in appearance and personality) and as someone who truly believes in the justice system. He wants to make London a place where it is safe to have a family, and plans to marry his pregnant bride. Like Ciel, he had to go through difficult
times to reach his current situation. Despite this, Ciel describes him as a man who walks in the light while Ciel walks in the dark. At first, Abberline does not trust Siel and his position as the watchdog of the queen, but later joins him as an ally. He killed Lau, using his body as a human shield to protect Ciel. Harold West
Jeb (ハロド ウエトジェブ, Harorudo Uesuto Jebu) Voiced by Yoshimzu Shimoyama (Japanese); Newton Pittman (English) Harold West Jeb, known simply as Harold West, was a well-known businessman who traded spices and tea leaves in India, and Mina's husband. He owned a general store called Harold Trading
and a Hindu coffee shop called Harold West. Ciel met him at a party during the London season, an exchange that the former found unpleasant. West was arrogant, self-indulgent and unethical, and Ciel described him as a man who was disgustingly obsessed with status. In an attempt to win a curry contest to obtain a
Royal Warrant, West hired Agni as his chef, and in return he and Mina would prevent Soma from finding out the truth about Mina's relationship with the West, because Soma assumed that West had kidnapped her when she willingly went with him to London to avoid her low social status. After losing the curry competition
to Ciel's Funtom, West and Mina were then allegedly killed by Ran Mao on Lau's orders. Mina (ミナ, Mina) Voiced by: Jaco Goto (Japanese); Emily Gray (English) Mina was the wife of Harold West Jeb and formerly a servant of Soma, whom he had known since childhood. Soma adored her as an older sister, describing
her as a beautiful, cheerful and kind woman. However, Mina secretly hated Soma, as she saw him as nothing more than a selfish boy, and wished to avoid her life in Servants. Servants. West came to India, Mina married him and returned with him to London. When Soma and Agni followed her (under the impression that
she had been kidnapped), West and Mina signed an agreement with Agni in exchange for putting an act in front of Soma so as not to know the truth about her relationship with the West. Mina appeared at the Curry Fair, which took place at Crystal Palace after West lost the Royal Warrant to Ciel's Funtom Company,
where she revealed her self-centered personality and hatred for Soma. Despite this, Soma understood her reasons, sincerely apologized and thanked her for everything she had done for him. Mina and West were then allegedly killed by Ran Mao on Lau's orders. Arthur Conan Doyle (ア コナ ド Conane Doiru) Voiced by:
Shintaro Asanuma (Japanese); Taliesin Jaffe (English) Arthur is an optometrist and aspiring author. He is one of ten children and a very observant and righteous man. As a fan of his stories, Ciel invites him to attend a banquet held at his Estate by Georg von Siemens, where he becomes a prominent figure in helping to
solve the murders that took place there. After the truth about the events was revealed by Siel and Sebastian, Sebastian threatens him to keep the identity of the true killer (Charles Gray), The status of Siel as the queen's watchdog and the true demonic nature of Sebastian in secret. Georg von Siemens (ゲオクフォジメ,
Georuku von Yamensu) Voiced by: Masashi Nogawa (Japanese); Tyson Rinehart (English) Georg von Siemens (based on the real Georg von Siemens) was a German banker and distant relative of queen Victoria. He was something quite alcoholic and pervert, but was a prominent figure in the industrial development of
Germany. At the queen's request, Ciel agreed to hold a banquet in George's honour during his visit to London to assess the growth of his business. However, in reality, it was a conspiracy established by the queen to get rid of him, to weaken the political power of Germany. After pretending to be dead initially as part of a
joke he and Charles Grey performed on the Phantomhive estate, he was subsequently killed by Gray according to the queen's team. Carl Woodley (カウドレ, Karu Uudori) Voiced: Toru Sakurai (Japanese); David Wald (English) Carl Woodley was president of the Woodley Diamond PolishIng Company. Beneath his
facade of being a brilliant and noisy man to the public, he was a secret arms dealer who sold illegal weapons obtained by his wealth in warring countries and the killer of Steiger Rose, president of the company that mined diamonds. Being involved in the underworld in London, he knew about Ciel's position as the
watchdog of the queen. When Ciel planned to kill him for his crimes, he invited Woodley to a banquet he held on his estate to use Woodley as a scapegoat for the murder of Georg von Siemens. After double Charles's arrest, he was killed by Charles Gray when the latter was in a fit Patrick Phelps (パトリクフェプ,
Patorikku Ferupusu) Voiced by: Takumi Watanabe (Japanese); Brandon McInnis was the son of a prominent shipbuilding magnate known as Blue Star Line and a board member of his trading division. Although timid and easily frightened, he was described as a capable businessman. Phelps was invited as a guest at the
banquet, which Ciel hosted in honor of Georg von Siemens. After discovering Siemens' corpse on the first night at the Phantomhiv estate, he was moved to Siel's bedroom (he was afraid to sleep in his room next to Siemens' estate) and was inadvertently killed by one of the snakes because The smell of Ciel was
disguised above him. Although Sebastian was able to reach him shortly after the bite, he ignored Phelps' cries for help and left him to die. Grimsby Keen (グリムビキ, Gurimusbe Kyung) Voiced by Eiichiro Tokumoto (Japanese); Aaron Roberts (English) Grimsby Keane is the director and former lover of Irene Diaz, who
was twelve years his senior. He is passionate about his work as a director, and is famous for his mastery of his productions. He is usually a soft-tempered man and was protective of Irene during their relationship. He was one of the guests at The Ciel's banquet for Georg von Siemens. Some time after he left the
Phantomchiv estate, as soon as the murders were uncovered, he and Irene broke off their relationship. Irene Diaz (アリディア Irene Deyasu) Voiced by Mana Miamoto (Japanese); Jamie Marks (English) Irene Diaz is a beautiful and famous opera singer (a reference to Irene Adler, who was also an opera singer in Arthur
Conan Doyle's stories focusing on Sherlock Holmes) and was one of Siel's guests at his banquet for Georg von Siemens. She is a kind-hearted and well-mannered woman. She had previously been in a romantic relationship with Grimsby Keen, a man twelve years her junior. However, it maintains a youthful look by
drinking a red substance extracted from the red perilla. Some time after they left the Phantomhiv estate after the murders were uncovered, Irene and Grimsby broke off their relationship. She meets (albeit secretly) an actor from a rival theatre company. Royal Family of victoria (ヴィクトリア⼥王, Victoria Joo) Voiced:
Ayako Kawasumi (Japanese); Alexis Tipton (English) is the queen of Great Britain and has been described as with great beauty and grace. She also loves Ciel very much as she calls him a dear boy and says he should visit her more often. After the death of prince Albert's husband and wife, she does not appear in public
often and begins to cry hysterically when he is mentioned. She also has an effigy of Albert's puppet, whom she talks to whenever she is concerned and misses him. In the manga, she is seen as a smart and cunning woman, although she sometimes makes disturbing comments, such as when she says it would be
wonderful if the Undertaker was revived where on their side. In the anime adaptation, she plays villainous roles, as she ordered the destruction of the Phantomchiv family. She also almost tried to commit suicide out of grief until Ash approached her. Ash gave her youth and attached her husband's body part from the neck
to the collarbone area. Because the skin continues to rot, it causes her a lot of pain. When Ash tries to solve the problem, she refuses. Later she dies, and the doppelganger is placed on the throne. Staff john Brown (ジョ ブウ John Buraun) John is a servant of queen Victoria and a personal bodyguard. He is a stern,
quiet and impassive man, and he is deeply loyal to queen Victoria. He spends most of his time trying to comfort her with hysterical bouts of tears when she falls into depression over the death of her late husband. Double Charles (Wチャズ, Dabur Charuzu) Double Charles are two private secretaries of the queen and
butlers. They seem to have a mysterious work related to the wishes of the queen. Charles Gray (チャズ グレ, Charuzu Gurei) Voiced by: Ryohei Kimura (Japanese); Clifford Chapin (English) Earl Grey appears as a guest at a private party Ciel, where it is later revealed that he was the killer of George von Siemens on the
orders of the queen. He seems rather light-hearted and comical in most cases, however, he is testy and prone to using violence whenever he gets a chance, such as when he uses his sword to cut the doors of the Phantomhive manor. With a great love for food and predatory appetite, he enjoys the fight and sees it just
like the game. He also seems to have a dislike for Siel, calling him a brother. Despite this, he is afraid of ghosts and snakes. He hails from an outstanding line of counts that was well-known enough to drink tea named after them. Charles Phipps (チャズ フィプ, Charuzu Phippus) Voiced by: Tomoaki Maeno (Japanese);
Brandon Potter (English) Unlike his partner Charles Gray, Phipps is a much more mature, disciplined and down-to-earth man. He always wears his sword, but he is less inclined to use it. He is strict with his duties to the queen and does not like to mess in anything, for example, in clothes. Unexpectedly, he also carries a
sewing kit that he can use at lightning speed, demonstrated when he uses it to fix a Finney hat. Weston College Green Lion Dorm Edward Midford (エドワド ミドフォド, Edovado Middifedo) Voiced: Seiichir Yamashita. (Japanese); Justin Bryner (English) Edward is the only son of the Midford family, older brother
Elizabeth, and cousin of Ciel. Edward is extremely overly caring and possessive Elizabeth, and does not like the fact that she is engaged to Siel. Like his mother, he is a dignified, hardworking and determined man, as well as honorable and stern. Although he is strict with Siel, he cares and respects him. Like the rest of
the Midford family, he is an experienced fencing man, although he considers himself an ordinary man, not a prodigy, as According to Herman Greenhill, Edward is a genius in itself, as he sincerely respects the skills of others and persistently wants to be more like his role models. At Weston College, he was a to Herman
Greenhill and then replaced him as the prefect of the Green Lion dormitory after he was expelled for the murder of Derrick Arden. Herman Greenhill (ハマ グリヒ, Haman Gurynhiru) The Prefect of the Green Lion dormitory (翡翠獅⼦ グリオ) 寮, Gurin District Ryo), Herman Greenhill is a serious young man who excels in
sports, especially in cricket. He is respectful and noble, but too trusting and short-tempered. Like others, he values tradition above all else. He was later expelled from school for the murder of Derrick Arden. Sapphire Owl Dormitory Lawrence Bluver (ロレブア, Rorensa Bure) The Prefect of the Sapphire Owl Dormitory (紺
碧梟 (zファア オウ)寮, Safaya zru Ryo), Lawrence Bluver - a quiet, polite, intelligent and diligent young man. Like other prefects, he values tradition above all else and always enforces the rules for students at school. He respects Ciel by being inspired to give it all in the tournament after seeing a boy practicing late at
night. He is the only son in his family, and has seven sisters. He was later expelled from school for the murder of Derrick Arden. Clayton (クレト, Kureiton) Clayton is a member of the Sapphire Council dormitory. Although he is condescending and a little cunning, he is obedient to his duties, and gives praise to those who
deserve it. He was Bluever's and then replaced him as prefect of the Sapphires dormitory after he was expelled from school for the murder of Derrick Arden. Macmillan (マクミ, Makuramin) Macmillan is a kind and friendly freshman in the Sapphire Owl hostel and the first person to befriend siel. He acts as an informant for
Ciel about the activities of the school and its students. Alaia Fox Dorm Edgar Redmond (エドガ) レドモド, Edoga Redomondo) the prefect of the dormitory of Scarlet Fox (深紅狐 (zカレ フォトク) 寮, Sukaretto Fokkusu Roe) and Alistair's nephew Chambers, Edgar Redmond is a friendly and laid-back young man who is
a sophisticated young man who is a good at poetry. Although he is condescending to the rules, he, like other prefects, values tradition above all else. Despite being a brilliant man, he is a terrible character judge, a flaw he even admits as he fails to notice Derrick and Cole bullying other students. He seems to really take
care of his dorm mates, especially for Joan Harcourt, his. He was later expelled from school for the murder of Derrick Arden. Maurice Cole (モリ, コ, Maurice Karu) Maurice Cole is Redmond's previous. He is a manipulative, vile, and incredibly vain man who likes to mock others. He deceived Ciel, whom he saw as a rival
to Redmond's attention, and was punished for bullying and deception after Ciel was able to find evidence of this. Joan Harcourt (ジョアハコト, Joan Hakato) Joan Harcourt is a feminine and kind young who later replaced Maurice Cole as Redmond's. He looks and respects Redmond, wanting to support him anyway. He's
also talented in cricket. Derrick Arden (デリク アデ, Derickku Oden) Derrick was the son of a cousin of the queen Victoria, Duke of Clemens, and a fifth-year student at Weston College. Prior to the Weston College Arc, he was Redmond's and was praised for being a wonderful student and his many talents in various
subjects such as poetry, cricket, and crafts. However, it emerged that he secretly mocked the students and stole their work for their own. He was a truly selfish, disgraceful, despicable young man, and upon discovering his true nature, the prefects killed him and then contracted the Undertaker to resurrect him as a Bizarre
doll, along with four of his friends. Upon learning the truth about the incident, Ciel reported his findings to the queen, who was covering the truth about their deaths in order to avoid a huge scandal. Purple Wolf Dormitory Gregory Violet (グレゴリ バオレト, Guuregoro Bayoretto) Dormitory Prefect Violet Wolf (紫黒狼 (ヴァ
オレト ウフ) 寮, Vaioretto Urufu Royo), Gregory Violet is a reserved, gloomy and very eccentric young man, as well as an excellent artist. He is very mysterious and does not show much interest in anything. He, like other prefects, values tradition above all else. He was later expelled from school for the murder of Derrick
Arden. Cheslock (チェロク, Chesurokku) Cheslock is a competitive, proud, and snide young man from the hostel purple wolf. Cheslock is a musical genius who can play any instrument instantly, and he looks down on students in other dormitories. However, he takes care of the students in his dorm and is shown to be
honorable, claiming that he will repay Edward and other cigarette prefects in some way after they helped put out the fire that Ciel secretly set in his dorm. He was Violet's and then replaced him as the prefect of the Violet Wolf dormitory after he was expelled from school for the murder of Derrick Arden. Johann Agares
was a former deputy director of Weston Collegeアガレ ヨハ. He was a stoic and apathetic man who dutifully fulfilled his responsibilities as deputy director; however, it was shown that he did not care about school rules and was bribed by alcohol by Derrick Arden to cover up the misconduct of his and his friends towards
other students. After he was murdered by prefects Edgar Redmond, Lawrence Bluver, Herman Greenhill, and Gregory Wyolet, he was resurrected and turned the Undertaker into a Bizarre Doll who acted as the school principal until his identity was discovered by Siel and Sebastian. According to The Undertaker, Agares
was his most advanced Bizarre doll so far and was able to easily pass as a living person. Residents Зиглинде Салливан (Diklin de Sullivan, Сарибан) Зиглинде Салливан является Изумрудной Ведьмой льежным владыкой Леса Оборотней управляемой деревней Вольфсшлухт. Teh Teh Professor Sullivan,
Siglinde was born a genius, understanding how to read and synthesize mustard gas at the age of three. To manipulate her to create a deadly chemical weapon for the German government, she was physically inferior on her legs and believed she was responsible for saving the village from wolves. Because of its isolation
in the village, it becomes curious of the outside world, and therefore seeks to take in Ciel and company. Upon learning that the villagers had lied to her, she escapes germany with Wolfram and arrives in England to meet the queen. Tungsten Gelzer (ウォフム ゲツァ, Warufuramu Herutz) Wolfram Gelzer, formally
Lieutenant Wolfram Gelzer, is the butler of Siglinda Sullivan. Since he was young, he received rigorous training in the German army, and was selected as a butler for his combat skills. At first, Tungsten did not like to care for the living Siglind, but later came to care for her, and therefore feels guilty for deceiving her. He
often spoils it and gets angry whenever someone does something so as not to smell it. He did everything to protect her, for example, did not obey orders and killed his colleagues. Hilde Dickhout (ヒデ ディクオ, Hirude Dikkuch), Anne Druantz (ア ドレはたいです, Doradaidosu) and Grete Gilbert (グレテベ ヒベト, Gurete
Hirurubuto) Hilde Dikhout, Ann Druantz and Grete Gilbert, formally Major Hilde Dickaut, Captain of the First Commando Squad Ann Druantz and Captain of the Second Commando Squadron Grete Gilbert were high-ranking soldiers of the German military who took part in the project Emerald Witch. They took on the role
of caretaker Siglind Sullivan. However, in an emergency, they must kill her at all costs. During the search, they were loyal to these duties. As a result, Ann was killed by an explosion, Greta was shot by Wolfram, and Hilde was killed by Sebastian. Professor Sullivan (教授リバ Kyoju Sariban) Professor Sullivan, informally
called the village crown, was the founder of the Emerald Witch educational project, where her brilliant daughter, Siglinda, became his subject. She had an obsession to create the ultimate chemical weapon for Germany, and was therefore valued by her daughter for her intelligence. Her face was burned and deformed by
an explosion many years ago when she and other scientists were researching chemical weapons. She was killed by Sebastian when she tried to escape with chemical weapons samples. Pluto's characters (プトゥ Puratu) are voiced by Takafumi Yamaguchi (Japanese); Charles Bolton (English) - a great demonic hound,
terrorizing the city of Houndsworth, until Sebastian tamed him and brought him to the estate Phantomchiv. He was able to breathe fire, walked through barriers and shifted into man. As a human being, he kept his behavior like a dog. Although Sebastian hates dogs, Pluto sympathized with him and listened only to
Sebastian's orders. When Ash used it to set fire to the estate burned London, Ciel ordered his employees to kill Pluto. Angela Blanc (アジェ ブ, Angers Buran) / Ash Landers (アシュダ, Asha Randasu) Voiced: Akiko Yajima, Satoshi Hino (Japanese); Colleen Klinkenbeard, Chuck Huber (English) is an angel/Ash with two
personalities, originally presented as two men named Angela and Ash. Angela was introduced as a maid who is poorly regarded in public by her landlord Lord Henry Barrymore from Houndsworth. Finnian was in love with her beauty and seeming kindness until he learned of her dominatrix personality. She seemed to
have a desire to be with Sebastian. When Angela's persona was under control, she wanted him to recognize her as a woman and have a place beside her in her quest for world domination. Ash was introduced as the butler of queen Victoria, who delivered all her requests to Seal. He was associated with the organization
that killed Ciel's parents, and he had an obsession with purifying souls from unclean negative emotions. Eventually, he fell into a frenzy that led Sebastian to comment that he might be a fallen angel. He was killed by Sebastian's true form. He fought with a sword resembling a foil fence that was strong enough to cut
through the steel. Alois Transi (アロ トシ, Aruasu Toranshe) Voiced by: Nana Mizuki (Japanese); Lucy Christian (English) Count Alois Trancy, also known as Menino Aranya, was born Jim McKen (ジムマケ, Jim McKenna), was the head of the Trancy family. Despite the fact that Alois behaved like a carefree child, he
was very painful, cruel, eccentric, dramatic, manipulative and foul-mouthed. Like Ciel, he suffered from a tragic past as a slave and contracted with the demon Claude Faust to avenge the death of his younger brother Luke and the destruction of his village. Alois's contract was based in his language. Deceived by the lie
that Sebastian was the one who killed his brother and destroyed his village, he spent the entire second season searching for Ciel to make Sebastian suffer. However, after learning the truth about what had happened to Luke from his demonic maid Hannah, he directed his affections to her and stopped trying to win
Claude's approval. He then signed a new contract with Hannah, and his soul was consumed by her after his wish was fulfilled to turn Siel into a demon so that Sebastian or Claude would not devour his soul. After Sebastian's duel with Claude was over, Hannah approached Claude's corpse and proclaimed that Alois and
Luke would live happily in the afterlife with her and Claude. Luca McKen (カマケ, Hand of McKen) Voiced by: Marina Inoue (Japanese); Lindsay Seidel (English) Luke was Jim McKenna's younger brother. When Jim and Luke were very young, their parents died and they were ostracized by their village, forcing them to
steal to survive. Luke adored Jim and cared for him deeply, wishing him nothing but his happiness. Despite his difficulties, Luke was cheerful and kind to those was kind to him in return. When The brother expressed his desire to punish those who offended them, Luke met the demon Hannah Annafellow and contracted
her to destroy the village and its inhabitants in order to fulfill his brother's wish, sparing one woman who cared for him when he was abused. After the village was burned, Jim and Luke parted ways to take away the valuables of the dead citizens. However, Luke went to Hannah and gave her his soul, thanking her for
satisfying his wish. Jim, who later changed his name to Alois Transi, never knew about Luke's contract with Hannah until many years later Hannah revealed the truth to him. Claude Faust (クロド フォタ Kuredo Fesutassu) Voiced by Takahiro Sakurai (Japanese); Jason Douglas (English) Claude Faust was a demon
butler from the Trancy family. Like Sebastian, he did things perfectly and with ease, albeit in a more eccentric manner. Although his master, Alois Transi, possessed a rare soul similar to Thiel, Claude became obsessed with Ciel's soul and subsequently killed Alois to be free to pursue Siel. After a fierce duel with
Sebastian for the soul of Ciel, he was killed, but admitted that alois' soul was truly worthy. Hannah went up to Claude's dead body and proclaimed that Alois and Luke would live happily in the afterlife with her and Claude. Hannah Annafellow (ハナ アナフェロズ, Hannah Anaferozu) Voiced by Aya Hirano (Japanese);
Caitlin Glass (English) Hannah was a demon maid and servant of Alois. In the first episode of the second season, Hannah's left eye was poked out by Alois on the account that she was looking at him directly. She was quiet and seemed very afraid of Alois, as he often harmed her and humiliated her. She was very
experienced in combat and was able to pull the weapon out of nowhere, and she was the shell of the legendary sword of Levainna. Despite Alois's abuse of her, Hannah was deeply loyal to Aloy and cared for. After Sebastian's duel with Claude was over, Hannah approached Claude's corpse and proclaimed that Alois
and Luke would live happily in the afterlife with her and Claude. Thompson (トプソ, Tonpuson) , Timber (ティバ, Tinbe) and Canterbury (カタベリ, Cantabere) Voiced: Kenichi Suzukiura (Japanese); Scott Freeman (English) Thompson (his fringe falls straight to center), Timber (his fringe swept to the right), and
Canterbury (his fringe swept left) demon triplets and servant Alois. Like Hannah, they seem to be afraid of Alois. Unlike the Phantomhiv servants, they are very skilled in domestic work. Although they obey Claude, the triplets are Hannah's subordinates. Throughout the series, triplets remain quiet, chatting другие
жестами,,,,,,,,,,,,,друг другу приглушенный шепот. Когда получают разрешение говорить Алоис, показали, что очень грубо при выражать честное честное. Товары Персонажи имеют различные части, созданных их подобие. Jun Planning планировала выпустить кукол Себастьяна, Сиэля Грелла 2009
года. [12] [13] 20 апреля 2009 года компания приостановила операции Японии приготовилась подать заявление банкротстве. Позже компания смогла выпустить куклу Ciel сентябре 2010 года. также выпустили Обычную апреле 2009 года сентябре 2009 года Компания Good Smile выпустила статуэтку
Себастьяна Михаэлиса июле 2009 года. Розничная сеть одежды Hot Topic добавила свой a футболки изображением Себастьяна. Прием Персонажи Черного Батлера были хорошо восприняты. Кейси Бриенца из Anime News Network считает, что дворецкий был хитростью оказывается, был
эффективным типом персонажа Слуги семьи Фантомхив были описаны Карлом Кимлингером 'очаровательные некомпетентные', также из Anime News Network. Ссылки 'Служили серебряном блюде!' I'm Пресс. 14 июля 2009 года. Получено 2009-08-07. a b b c d e f Amazon.co.jp: Doma CD Black Butler
Me: Phantom Haji Abam, Sebastian Michaelis (Tomoyuki Morikawa), Sie PhantomHav (Miyuki Sawashiro), Tanaka (Wheatman), Bud Katsuo Masako Katsuo Masako (Rikiya Koyama), Merin (Tomiko Orikasa), Fini (Takashiro Genki), Elizabeth (Chikazu Saito), Azuro (Hiroaki Hirata), Kuus (Kiyoyuki Someda), Madam
Redo , Tomoyuki Morikawa, Miyuki Sawashiro, Masako Katsuo, Же году, яп. Amazon.com. Получено 2008-09-01. - b c d e f g h i j k l m n n Официальный сайт Черного Батлера - Персонаж and ролях. kuroshitsuji.tv (японском языке). Архив из оригинала 2011-06-30. Получено 2009-04-26. Amazon.co.jp: Black
Butler Brilliant Doma CD: Doma, Ono, Fukuyama Jun, Sakamoto Makoto: Music (японском языке). Amazon.com. Получено 2008-11-17. Куросицудзи Характер release a new cast to appear in the Его дворецкий, собирает, страница 108 - theatrical version black butler! (японском языке) Twitter. Получено 9
декабря 2016 года. BoAVA - b c d Черный дворецкий получает книгу убийства- Zhao-сеть новостей. Получено 22 .2014 года. Zhao-1 (26 февраля 2009 г.). Этот Дворецкий, побеги. Черный дворецкий. Эпизод 20. Токийская's a вещания. Черный Батлер vol 18, глава 84, последние страницы. Черный
дворецкий Книга атлантического: ролях Сейитиро, Кайто. Zhao-сеть новостей. Получено 9 декабря 2016 года. Taeyang (zhao японском языке). Июнь планирования. Получено 2008-12-19. Дал (японском языке). Июнь планирования. Получено 2008-12-19. Pullip (японском языке). Июнь планирования.
Получено 2008-12-19. Июнь планирование файлов для банкротства's Японии. Zhao-сеть новостей. 2009-05-12. Получено 2009-05-12. Даль Сиэль (Робин) - Сентябрь 2009. Пуллип. Архив из оригинала 2011-07-24. Получено 2009-10-28. It's a Себастьян Михаэлис. Хорошая улыбка компании. Получено
2009-10-28. Горячая's запускает Черный Батлер Товары. Zhao Zhao June 16, 2010. Received on June 18, 2010. Brienza, Casey. Casey Brienza - Autumn 2008 Anime Preview Guide. Anime news network. Received 2008-12-18. Kimlinger, Carl. Carl Kimlinger - Autumn 2008 Anime Preview Guide. Anime news
network. Received 2008-12-18. Extracted from the
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